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 Local and inter

 

GMT Country Data event or release Period Market Exp Previous  
- BW No Data    

09:30 EZ Sentix investor confidence index Jan   13,50 

10:00 EZ Unemployment rate Nov   7,30% 

15:00 US Wholesale inventories m/m Nov P   1,20% 

15:00 US Wholesale sales m/m Nov   2,20% 

Factors Overnight  What happened? Relevance Importance Analysis 

Ukraine talks  
Russia indicated on Sunday that 

it would not make any 

concessions if it happened under 

duress from the US 

The US maintains that only 

de-escalation from Moscow 

will help 

4/5 

(geopolitics) 

It seems that any talks that might take place 

this week start from hardened stances on both 

sides. Hopes of a breakthrough have faded 

significantly 

US labour market 

The payrolls data underwhelmed 

on the headline figure generating 

only 199k new jobs vs 

expectations of over 400k. 

However, unemployment 

dropped to 3.9% from 4.2% 

A record 6.4mn jobs were 

created in 2021, and now the 

US is eyeing full employment 

closer to 3.5% see pre-Covid 

4/5 

(economy) 

Although the headline figure was soft, the 

collection of labour data released last week 

points to a strong labour market recovery that 

has the ability to extend into the future. Pre-

pandemic employment levels now look 

possible 

Oil prices 

Oil prices continue to recover 

regardless of the threat that the 

rapidly spreading Omicron 

variant is exerting on growth 

prospects 

While Covid growth risks are 

important, supply disruptions 

have helped offset 

3/5 

(economy) 

Prices rose some 5% last week on news that 

Kazakhstan and Libya experienced supply 

disruptions due to protests and pipeline 

maintenance, respectively 

Factors on the 
Radar 

What happened? Relevance Importance Analysis 

Fed nominations 

Fed Chairman Powell will make 

his first public appearance of the 

year, joined by Lael Brainard, 

who will also be considered for 

the role of Chairman and Vice 

The Senate Banking 

Committee will likely ratify 

both nominations in a boost 

to continuity 

2/5 

(markets) 

Alongside the choices of Chairman and Vice 

Chairperson, President Biden will also consider 

a further three candidates for key leadership 

roles, and diversity will be a key consideration 

UK expectations 

A survey conducted by Trade UK 

and PWC indicated that 73% of 

manufacturers were optimistic 

that business conditions and 

productivity would improve in 

2022 despite Brexit 

Given developments in Brexit, 

some manufacturers said 

they would reshore productive 

operations to mitigate Brexit  

3/5 

(economy) 

While this may seem positive at face value, it is 

difficult to make a clear judgement on whether 

this will indeed be good news for long term 

prospects in the midst of a pandemic. 2022 

will reveal whether optimism is well placed 

US inflation 

With the labour data out of the 

way and the Fed's minutes 

turning hawkish, the upcoming 

inflation data will be key to gauge 

the degree of price pressures 

Inflation data is a key market-

moving development that will 

impact broader market 

sentiment 

4/5 

(economy, 

markets) 

Should Powell and Brainard retain a clear 

hawkish tone in their interviews before the 

Senate Banking Committee, and inflation 

remains hot, the USD will likely regain lost 

ground 

 

 
 

Highlights news vendors 

CNBC - Inflation, rising rates and the Federal Reserve could whip stocks around in the week ahead 
ALL AFRICA - ECOWAS Pushes for Mali Elections In February 2022 
FT - Nato stands ready for conflict in Europe, says alliance chief 
SOUTH CHINA POST - Tigray rebels claim dozens have been killed in drone strike on camp for people 
displaced by Ethiopia war 
REUTERS - Sudanese security forces fire teargas at anti-coup protesters - witnesses 
  7 
 
 

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/01/07/inflation-rising-rates-and-the-federal-reserve-could-whip-stocks-around-in-the-week-ahead.html
https://allafrica.com/view/group/main/main/id/00080752.html
https://www.ft.com/content/426889a6-4fe9-4897-b923-6b3f546c5878
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/africa/article/3162686/tigray-rebels-claim-dozens-have-been-killed-drone-strike-camp
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/africa/article/3162686/tigray-rebels-claim-dozens-have-been-killed-drone-strike-camp
https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/sudanese-security-forces-fire-teargas-anti-coup-protesters-witnesses-2022-01-09/
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Local and regional talking points 

• Local market conditions should start to normalise from today as many will be returning 

to work following the holiday period. We still have a quiet week ahead in terms of data 

releases with the latest CPI figures now only slated for Friday. They will be of interest, 

however, given that the November reading came in at 8.6% with scope for it to remain as 

elevated for the December reading. We are, however, seeing signs that inflation pressures 

are peaking now, and from early 2022 onwards we could see the data start to normalise.  

• Regionally, South Africa's Naamsa vehicle sales numbers for December will kick off the 

week's data releases today, and provide fresh insights into demand for big-ticket items in 

SA. Following this, manufacturing production data for November, due tomorrow, will 

provide a gauge of the health of SA's broader productive capacity after manufacturing PMI 

numbers released on Friday suggested this may be weakening at the margin. However, note 

that neither of these data prints are expected to be particularly market-moving, with the 

ZAR set to continue trading at the mercy of external developments that might affect 

prospective Fed policymaking and broader risk appetite. 

 

Financial Market commentary 

• The BWP-USD climbed on Friday to end the week at 0.0855, its highest since 28 

December. Emerging and frontier markets generally ended the week on the front foot 

against the USD and the BWP was no exception. We could see these gains extended as 

more liquidity returns to the market from today. December's high of 0.0855 will be the level 

to eye for now.   

• The ZAR also capitalised on a retreating USD on Friday, building on its late-week 

advance to ultimately end the first week of 2022 more than 2% stronger than it started. 

Friday's 1% appreciation took the ZAR to a two-week high of R15.5800/$, and came on the 

back of a mixed December employment report out of the US. The headline nonfarm payrolls 

number in the report came in at only 199k, well below the 450k pencilled in as the 

consensus forecast on Bloomberg. However, the report showed that the US unemployment 

rate dropped from 4.2% to a pandemic-era low of 3.9%, which was below the Fed's long-run 

estimate of sustainable unemployment and consistent with its evolving view that the labour 

market is near, or at, maximum employment.  

• Bets for a March rate hike in the Fed Funds Futures and Overnight Index Swaps markets 

were thus maintained, even as the USD tracked short-end UST yields lower into the 

weekend. The greenback's decline came as the market's somewhat stretched long position 

was squeezed slightly by the softer-than-expected payrolls number, but did not point to a 

material turnaround of its broader trend. Note that the USD index still remains within its 

recent range, and will likely continue to pivot around the 96.00 mark for a while longer as 

investors speculate on prospective Fed monetary tightening. 
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Disclaimer  

 

The information provided herein has been prepared solely for informational purposes and is not an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to 

buy or sell the securities or instruments mentioned or to participate in any particular trading strategy. These materials have been based upon 

information generally available to the public from sources believed to be reliable. No representation is given with respect to their accuracy or 

completeness, and they may change without notice. Acces Bank on its own behalf and on behalf of its affiliates disclaims any and all liability relating 

to these materials, including, without limitation, any express or implied representations or warranties for statements or errors contained in, or 

omissions from, these materials.  

Contacts 
 

nkatem@accessbankplc.com    Mogamisi Nkate 

masalilap@accessbankplc.com     Phillip Masalila 

kebaetsek@accessbankplc.com     Kefentse Kebaetse 

keseabetswem@accessbankplc.com   Mompoloki Keseabetswe 

thembaa@accessbankplc.com    Amogelang Themba 

bogalet@accessbankplc.com    Tshwanelo Bogale 

davidp@accessbankplc.com     Pearl David 
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